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EPubFix Crack [Mac/Win] [2022-Latest]

ePubFix is a straightforward piece of software capable of generating EPUB documents from PDF-formatted
files. It gives you the possibility to configure a bunch of output settings, such as book title and author, in
order to create ebooks compatible with various external devices. Setup, requirements, and interface The
installation procedure is a speedy task which shouldn't give you any trouble, as long as you keep in mind that
you must have.NET Framework to get it up and running without startup errors. To be able to test this
application, it's necessary to sign up for an account or send an email to the developer to receive a trial
registration key. As far as the interface is concerned, ePubFix opts for a standard panel with a simple design
and neatly organized structure. You can begin a task by indicating the PDF document you wish to process.
Convert PDF documents to EPUB format It's possible to apply a local image as the book cover, edit the title
and author, instruct the tool to read the text aloud using one of the voices provided (e.g. Microsoft Zira), and
crop the PDF pages by inserting the left, right, top and bottom (pixels). Furthermore, you can specify the text
position and page image DPI. The conversion operation can be triggered with one click, after which you can
open the new EPUB file with a compatible viewer to inspect results. The tool doesn't come equipped with a
built-in EPUB viewer. Evaluation and conclusion No error messages were shown in our tests, and the
program didn't hang or crash. It worked smoothly and performed conversion jobs rapidly while using a low
amount of CPU and RAM. ePubFix is a project that aims at creating EPUB files from PDF files. It gives you
the chance to set a title, author, and several settings to start producing EPUB books. It's essential for people
interested in putting their PDF documents on the Web. Additional features: To start ePubFix, you must need
to download EPUBFix.exe software file and execute it to create EPUB book. Developer's comment: All
images used in this EPUBFix are just a resource files and were created using Paint.NET. Tags: convert pdf to
epub, convert pdf to epub creator, pdf to epub creator, pdf to epub converter, pdf to epub converter, pdf to
epub creator, pdf to

EPubFix Crack+ With Key [March-2022]

ePubFix FlipBook Maker is a Mac program for editing of touch book, bookmarks, data stamps, PDF files. It
allows to create and convert your PDF book with ePub or HTML5. It's easy-to-use for beginners and
professionals. Main features: - create ePub book; - Batch conversion: save files with specified conditions
(contents, title, author, bookmarks, PDF metadata PDF, pages, output format); - PDF converstion options:
automaticaly flatten PDFs, automatically crop PDF pictures, set pixel DPI, set margins, set all pages, set page
background color, turn reading mode on/off; - PDF ebook generator: to create electronic books from PDF
files; - Edit bookmarks in HTML-EPUB file; - Add many useful metadata PDF tags; - Support many popular
formats of information: Epub, HTML, Google Docs; - Edit data stamps in HTML-EPUB files (tags, title,
author and date); - Create bookmarks in HTML-EPUB files; - Create PDF books automatically; - PDF
cropping; - Calculate path, pixel, character and string in HTML-EPUB file; - Full portable support; - Ability
to set bookmarks, data stamps, add more pages to book; - Full privacy protection for password-protected
files. Supported formats: - Word (.docx), Excel - Excel (.xlsx), - PowerPoint (.pptx), - PDF, - HTML, What's
new: - Import Html - Generate PDF ebooks as well. ePubFix Review by Oihane Sanchis (Magyaroldal.hu)
Magyar Oldal - Marking software for finding and grading origins of your citations. The utility for marking
your litera ePubFix Review by B. Ollmann (Superapps) Superapps - ePubFix is an ePub conversion tool that
allows the conversion of PDF documents into EPUB books. Save formatAs Ice in the Sky (film) As Ice in the
Sky is a 1991 film starring Sean Astin and Barry Corbin. It was written and directed by Philip Kaufman and
produced by Laurence Tureaud and Greg Calbi. It was nominateds last film appearance before his death in
1997. This review has been deleted. Please see 09e8f5149f
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EPubFix Free

ePubFix - a simple tool to convert PDF files to EPUB and Mobi - is a simple program that converts the files
into eBooks and E-books. It has a user friendly interface, which is simple to navigate and works well for
beginners. All you need to do is select a PDF file and click on the convert button to start the process. The tool
comes with a list of standard settings that you can configure to your personal needs. You can either click on
"use the settings on my computer" button and put them there or you can save them and configure them later
on. It is easy to get started and use the application. ... Shareware. Freeware. Price: Free to Try (try for free).
Ebook converter. Pdf file converter. Document Converter. 7 DesktopSupport - Utilities... Ebook to XHTML
is an XSL processor that will convert a PDF file to XHTML using a professional XSL stylesheet. Ebook to
XHTML is very easy to use, it just takes a PDF and XHTML files. Not an eBook converter but it gives you a
chance to explore XHTML coding.... Ebook+ Reader for Android free - Mobile/Education... eBook+ Reader
for Android helps you to read and manage your books, just like you do on a paper book. With eBook+
Reader for Android, you can read your books even without Internet connection. Ebook+ Reader for Android
converts between eBook formats and iBooks in the background. Features: - Powerful "Reading Tools" - Fast
"Expand/Collapse List" - Page display by "Center/Rectangle/Free" - Multiple fonts and font sizes - Display
the page counter right next to the book title - Bookmark your favourite page or highlight your reading
passage. - Customizable home page. ... Ebook+ Reader for Android free - Mobile/Education... eBook+
Reader for Android helps you to read and manage your books, just like you do on a paper book. With
eBook+ Reader for Android, you can read your books even without Internet connection. Ebook+ Reader for
Android converts between eBook formats and iBooks in the background. Features: - Powerful "Reading
Tools" - Fast "Expand/Collapse List" - Page display by "Center/Rectangle/Free" - Multiple fonts and font
sizes - Display the

What's New in the EPubFix?

ePubFix is a straightforward piece of software capable of generating EPUB documents from PDF-formatted
files. It gives you the possibility to configure a bunch of output settings, such as book title and author, in
order to create ebooks compatible with various external devices. Setup, requirements, and interface The
installation procedure is a speedy task which shouldn't give you any trouble, as long as you keep in mind that
you must have.NET Framework to get it up and running without startup errors. To be able to test this
application, it's necessary to sign up for an account or send an email to the developer to receive a trial
registration key. As far as the interface is concerned, ePubFix opts for a standard panel with a simple design
and neatly organized structure. You can begin a task by indicating the PDF document you wish to process.
Convert PDF documents to EPUB format It's possible to apply a local image as the book cover, edit the title
and author, instruct the tool to read the text aloud using one of the voices provided (e.g. Microsoft Zira), and
crop the PDF pages by inserting the left, right, top and bottom (pixels). Furthermore, you can specify the text
position and page image DPI. The conversion operation can be triggered with one click, after which you can
open the new EPUB file with a compatible viewer to inspect results. The tool doesn't come equipped with a
built-in EPUB viewer. Evaluation and conclusion No error messages were shown in our tests, and the
program didn't hang or crash. It worked smoothly and performed conversion jobs rapidly while using a low
amount of CPU and RAM. I can see several weaknesses and lots of bugs. The two most annoying are a) when
making cover-art and b) when converting text. So for these two features I will test this app again and rate
better if improvements have been made. Pros Easy-to-use. DID'T crash or hang. Works well for simple pdfs.
Saves results to PDFs. Can (optionally) read text aloud. Cons Some controls are not that user-friendly. Some
features are not well-implemented. No user manual. PDF converters are not included. Currently doesn't work
with Table of Contents (toc). Buttons are hard to click and are not highlighted. Took about three
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System Requirements For EPubFix:

Windows® 7/8/10 (64-bit) Microsoft®.NET Framework 4.5.2/4.6.1/4.6.2/4.6.3 Processor: Intel® Core™
i3-3220 / AMD Athlon™ X4 860K Memory: 2 GB RAM Video: 1024×768, 32-bit, DirectX 9.0c compliant
video card HDD: 1 GB free space *Please note that the Steam client is not included in the package.
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